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Key Stage 4
Courses
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Year 8 Options Process 2021: Key Dates
Wednesday 10th February: Options evening, options information published online

Friday 12th February: Year 8 options assembly

WB 22nd February: Videos from subject leaders go live on the school website

24th-26th February: Online Taster sessions
Drama, Engineering, Film Studies, Business Studies

24th February: Expectations checks go live on FROG

Wednesday 10th February – Friday 5th March: Some students have Options Meetings to
discuss their choices and ensure they have made appropriate ones for them

Friday 5th March: Deadline for options form submissions

Subjects:
All students must take:
•
•
•
•
•
•

English Language and Literature
Mathematics
Science (the Science department will talk with students about the most appropriate route
for them)
Religious Studies
Core Physical Education (non examined)
PSHE (non examined)

Humanities:
Students will choose either History or Geography (or both if they choose one as an option subject).

Languages:
Most students will study the language they are already taking (they have the option to pick a second
language as one of their choices).

Options subjects:
Students will take any two out of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fine art
Graphic Communications
Photography
Business Studies
Computing
Design and Technology
Drama
Engineering
Film Studies
Food and Nutrition
French
Geography
ICT
Music
Physical Education
Psychology
Spanish

NB. All students will have to choose four subjects in order of preference. We cannot guarantee
first choices so please choose this very carefully.

Mentor activities (in other years students would do these activities in school with their mentors –
please discuss them at home)
First steps: subjects
You will need to think carefully about:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How you learn
What subjects and courses you like
The questions you should be asking at the options fayre
What subjects might help you in the future (do you need to see Mrs Hooke on options
evening)?

Which subjects do I like?

Why?

Which subjects do I do well in?

Why?

Which subjects do I struggle with?

Why?

Which new subjects would I like to try?

Why?

Are there any questions I want to ask on options evening?
•

_____________________________________________________________________

•

_____________________________________________________________________

•

_____________________________________________________________________

Second steps: How do I learn best?
It is important to choose subjects that interest and motivate you.
With your parents/carers or your mentor do the quiz below to find out the areas that might suit you
best.
I learn best by (tick any that apply):
o Seeing and reading
o Listening and talking
o Being active and doing
o Doing projects
o Doing tests and exams
I learn best by:

A
o
o
o
o
o

Building things
Being active
Making and fixing things
Using tools and machines
Solving problems

D
o
o
o
o
o

B
o
o
o
o

Designing and presenting things
Writing a book
Playing in a band
Changing the way things look

E
o
o
o
o
o

C
o
o
o
o
o

Helping people
Sorting out arguments
Teaching others
Looks after people
Doing voluntary activities

Finding out how things work
Doing experiments
Researching and testing ideas
Designing a new computer game
Doing calculations

Organising social events and activities
Buying and selling things
Running a business
Entering competitions
Debating

F
o
o
o
o

Making plans
Using a computer or calculator
Arranging things over the phone
Organising things (eg. Money, systems)

Mostly As

Subject ideas:

You seem to like practical work.

Design and Technology, Food
Technology, Engineering, Physical
Education

Are there options where you can use
your practical skills and learn whilst
being active?

Mostly Bs

Subject ideas:

You sound creative.

Art, Photography, Graphics, Film
Studies, Drama, Music

Are there options where you can
express yourself and work on new
ideas?

Mostly Cs

Subject ideas:

You seem to get on well with people.

History, Geography, Languages,
Psychology, Film Studies

Are there options where you can find
out more about people and how
society works?

Mostly Ds

Subject ideas:

You seem to like investigating things.

Science, Geography, Mathematics,
Engineering, Computing

Are there options where you can use
your number and thinking skills to find
out more about why things?

Mostly Es

Subject ideas:

You seem to be enterprising

Business Studies, ICT/Computing,
Languages, Psychology

Are there options where you can use
your energy, communication, number
and thinking skills to test your ideas?

Mostly Fs

Subject ideas:

You seem to be well organised.

Business Studies, History, Geography,
ICT, Computing

Are there options where you can use
your planning, communication and
computer skills to find out more?

Third Steps: What questions should I be asking?
1. Would the subject/course suit me?

2. What types of assessments am I most successful with?

3. How are the subjects assessed and will that suit me?

4. How much homework will I get?

5. How do I manage the workload?

6. How much practical work is there?

7. Is there fieldwork? What will this involve?

8. Is there anything I will need for this subject?

9. Who can help answer my questions and/or give me advice?

10. Which teachers should I see at options evening?

11. Do I have any ideas about which subjects I might want to study at sixth form or college?

12. Do I have any ideas about possible careers? Which subjects might help with these?

My research shopping list
With your mentor and your parents/carers, discuss the things you need to find out, and list these
below (it would be sensible to take the list to options evening).

o

_____________________________________________________________________

o

____________________________________________________________________

o

_____________________________________________________________________

o

_____________________________________________________________________

o

_____________________________________________________________________

o

_____________________________________________________________________

o

_____________________________________________________________________

To do checklist – before you submit your form
I have:

o

Read through this options booklet carefully

o

Checked which subjects are compulsory

o

Completed the preparation activities with my mentor and parents/carers

o

Looked at my progress check to see which subjects I might be best suited for

o

Discussed my ideas with my parents/carers

o

Discussed my ideas with my mentor

o

Discussed options with older students in my mentor group

o

Discussed subjects I am interested in with students who are currently taking them

o

Asked my teachers if they think it I am suitable for their subject

o

Researched options subjects carefully at the options fayre

o

Seen the relevant teachers at the parents evening

o

Signed up for taster sessions for courses I am interested in

o

Chosen subjects which give me a balanced range of subjects to study and will keep my
options open in the future

o

Submitted my online options form through my parents FROG site

CORE
SUBJECTS

GCSE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Why study English
English is compulsory throughout your GCSE years. It is, however, a subject allowing you to not only hone
your skills of reading, analysis, writing, speaking and listening, but also provides you with the opportunity to
unleash your creativity! It of course also gives you an excellent grounding for your life outside of school,
developing your ability to write formally and present yourself in a confident manner.

What will I study?
You’ll study a wide range of authors and texts, ranging from more recent texts such as Of Mice and Men, To
Kill a Mockingbird and Blood Brothers, to a traditional play from Shakespeare and comparing poetry.
To help with English Language preparation, we’ll look at speeches and non-fiction texts which have sought
change in the world around us, as well as exploring what life was like on the Titanic and a unit preparing you
for the creative texts paper.

Who would this course suit?
English really is for everyone.

How will I learn?
As a vibrant team of English specialists we ensure lessons include a wide range of activities including group
and pair work, more traditional exam preparation and of course drama opportunities. We pride ourselves on
constantly updating our schemes to keep lessons fresh and fun.

How will my work be assessed?

Examinations

Length

When

Formative unit assessments

Length

When

English Language Exam ( a
mock in preparation for your
final)

1 hour
45
minutes

Summer
term of
Year 9

Two reading and/or writing
assessments every half term

1 hour

Every
half term

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
Clearly English provides you with many life skills as well as helping you become more critically minded.
You’ll find yourself ‘reading’ the world around you – whether it’s a film you’re watching, a new computer
game you’re enjoying or perhaps the blog you’re reading – English will ensure you think carefully about the
way artists put their pieces together. If you’re thinking of studying English in the future, it becomes an
excellent foundation for careers in education, law, journalism, psychology and many more.

If I want to know more I should ask …
Mr Smith – Director of English - a.smith@finhampark.co.uk
Mrs Beckinsale – KS4 Coordinator – s.beckinsale@finhampark.co.uk

GCSE Mathematics
Why choose GCSE Mathematics
Because of the importance of Mathematics in everyday life, GCSE Mathematics is compulsory. One of the
key objectives is that all students learn Mathematical and Numerical skills that will help them succeed
beyond the classroom. The GCSE 9-1 Specification has been designed to test student’s knowledge and
mastery of Mathematical techniques. Our set one students will be given the opportunity to study Level 2
Further Mathematics alongside their GCSE Mathematics

What will I study?
There are 5 main areas of mathematics- Number, Ratio and Proportion, Algebra, Shape and Statistics.
There will be a big emphasis on problem solving and mastery of skills during the course. Level 2 Further
Mathematics goes into topics above the GCSE Specification, building on the knowledge gained form the
GCSE course.
GCSE Mathematics- Edexcel 1MA1
Level 2 Further Mathematics- AQA 8365

Who would this course suit?
All students must sit GCSE Mathematics.

How will I learn?
Throughout the course you will have opportunities to do individual and group work; you will learn key skills
for life and the beauty of mathematics in the real world. We will cater for different learning styles and aim for
every student to make significant progress and to leave school with the tools they need for success.

How will my work be assessed?

Examinations
GCSE Mathematics
Paper 1 - Non Calculator
paper
(33.33%)

Length

When

1.5 hours

Summer
2023

1.5 hours

Summer
2023

1.5 hours

Summer
2023

No controlled assessment

Paper 2- Calculator
(33.33%)
Paper 3- Calculator

Controlled assessment /
Coursework / Portfolio

Length

When

(33.33%)
100% of overall mark
Further Mathematics

0% of overall mark
No controlled assessment

Paper 1 – Non Calculator
(40%)

1.5 hours

Paper 2 – Calculator
(60%)

2 hours

Summer
2023

100% of overall mark

0% of overall mark

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
Useful in all Science subjects as well as subjects like Geography and Psychology. A level mathematics is a
suitable qualification for any student achieving a grade 7 or higher. Any student who does not achieve a
grade of 5 may be required to re-sit by their further educational institution. Also look out for post 16 courses
such as Core Mathematics that will build upon the GCSE content and help students taking subjects with
significant mathematical content.

If I want to know more I should ask …
Your Mathematics teachers or get in contact with:
Mr Bateman (Director of Mathematics) at c.bateman@finhampark.co.uk
Miss Eliot (Second in charge of Mathematics) at b.eliot@finhampark.co.uk

GCSE Science
Why choose Science GCSE?
Science is a compulsory course.
Science can help to explain the world in which we live. It is part of our daily lives and it provides
technologies that have had a great impact on our society and the environment. Advances in technology
and science are transforming our world at an incredible pace. Your future will see leaps in technology
we can only begin to imagine. Being “science literate” will not just be an advantage but an absolute
necessity. A scientifically literate person should be able to question, and engage in debate on, the
evidence used in decision-making. Science teaches a wide range of key skills, many of which are
essential for everyday life and future careers.

What will I study?
The AQA Science GCSE investigates:The Fundamental Ideas in Science (Year 9)
Biology – how genes operate at a molecular level to develop characteristics that can be seen
Chemistry - why elements are the building blocks of chemistry
Physics - how Energy can be transferred and the use of kinetic theory to explain the different states
of matter.

Year 10 Course
Biology - Human anatomy and how humans cope with disease
Chemistry- investigate the rate and extent of a chemical change
Physics - how the observed red-shift provides evidence that the universe is expanding and supports
the ‘Big Bang’ theory.
Applications of Science (Year 11)
Human Biology -delve into the fossil records showing how organisms arise, flourish, and after a time
become extinct.
Chemistry- be introduced to Chemical analysis and Organic Chemistry
Physics - discover how radioactive substances emit radiation from the nuclei of their atoms all the
time.

How will I learn?
You will investigate topics using experimental work and interactive online homework. You will also have
access to a range of primary and secondary sources, textbooks, ICT, podcasts, online tutorials, the
Internet, simulations and your teacher!

There will obviously be some Revision Notes to write to revise from!

How will my work be assessed?
The decision about which route you follow will be determined by your progress and assessment scores by
the end of Year 9. Whichever route you follow we will put a strong emphasis on you being actively involved
in your own learning. Skills in interpreting scientific information and communicating scientific ideas are
strongly encouraged.

Examinations

Length

GCSE Biology
Paper 1
Paper 2

50%
50%

1 hour 45 minutes
1 hour 45 minutes

GCSE Chemistry
Paper 1
Paper 2

50%
50%

1 hour 45 minutes
1 hour 45 minutes

GCSE Physics
Paper 1
Paper 2

50%
50%

1 hour 45 minutes
1 hour 45 minutes

GCSE Combined Science: Trilogy
Paper 1 Biology
16.7%
Paper 2 Biology
16.7%
Paper 1 Chemistry
16.7%
Paper 2 Chemistry
16.7%
Paper 1 Physics
16.7%
Paper 2 Physics
16.7%

When

All exams
Summer 2024

Controlled
assessment /
Coursework /
Portfolio
There is no
controlled
assessment
however there are
integrated practicals
into day-to-day
teaching which will
be assessed within
the examination
papers.

1 hour 15 minutes
1 hour 15 minutes
1 hour 15 minutes
1 hour 15 minutes
1 hour 15 minutes
1 hour 15 minutes

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
Science qualifications can lead to careers in a huge range of scientific disciplines:Medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, pharmacology, food science, environmental sciences, marine
biology, agriculture, biochemistry, engineering (genetic, chemical, structural, electrical, electronic,
mechanical). There are more people employed in the UK chemical sector and related jobs than in any
other sector of the UK economy.
It also prepares you for vocational courses after 16 as it focuses on skills considered as essential in
industry:Information handling, communicating ideas, flexibility, teamwork, tolerance, problem solving and
evaluating solutions.
As well as this, many universities and employers look on the sciences as valuable GCSEs to have, not
only because of their versatility, but also because of the logical manner in which scientists think and
explain problems with which they are presented.
A good grade in Mathematics GCSE is also important if you want to study any of the sciences at a higher
level.
If I want to know more I should ask …
Mrs J Gill j.gill@finhampark.co.uk or
Any teacher in the Science department.

GCSE Religious Studies

GCSE Full Course Religious Studies
This is a compulsory subject. All students will study GCSE RS. Philosophy, Ethics, Christianity and
Hinduism focuses on some of the ‘big issues’ we face throughout our lives. Topics include:
• God and belief – why do people believe in God? Why do others not believe?
• Religion and science – are these two things directly opposed? Can you be religious and a scientist?
• Death and the afterlife – what happens to us when we die?
• Good and evil – why is there suffering in the world? Why do bad things happen to good people?
• Religion and medical ethics – how far should medicine be allowed to go? Are abortion and euthanasia
right or wrong? Should we be allowed to clone humans?
• Religion, poverty and wealth – How come there is so much poverty in the world? What can we do
about it?
.

What will I study?
EDUQAS EXAM BOARD
What Does This Syllabus Involve?
You will study the beliefs, teachings and sources of wisdom of Christianity and Hinduism for the first half of
your GCSE.
You will study both of those religions in more depth in the following ways:
•

through studying their practices, ways of life and forms of expression in detail

•

through a thorough study of religious texts

•

by studying how the teachings of 1 or both religions inform their thinking on philosophical or ethical
issues

The religions studied are likely to be Christianity and Islam although we are flexible according to peoples’
needs and own faith or culture.
Why is this subject compulsory?
GCSE RS cover issues that affect all of us, no matter who we are or what we believe. You do not have to be
religious to do GCSE RS, just open- minded and willing to think outside the box and look at things in a new
way.

How will I learn?
The course itself is taught in a lively and varied way, including lots of discussion and debate on a wide variety
of moral issues which affect the individual and the whole world.

Examinations

Length

Component 1:Religious, Philosophical and Ethical Studies in the
3 exams – 4 hours in
total
Modern World Written examination: 2 hours 50% of qualification
Candidates will study the following four themes. All questions are
compulsory. Theme 1:Issues of Relationships Theme 2:Issues of Life
and Death Theme 3:Issues of Good and Evil Theme 4:Issues of Human
Rights This component will be assessed by compulsory questions
focusing on knowledge, understanding and evaluation of the identified
themes. Component 2: Study of Christianity Written examination: 1
hour 25% of qualification Candidates will study the beliefs, teachings
and practices of Christianity. This component will be assessed by
compulsory questions focussing on knowledge, understanding and
evaluation of the subject content. Component 3: Study of a World
Faith Written examination: 1 hour 25% of qualification Candidates will
study the beliefs, teachings and practices of Hinduism.

When
Summer 2024

How will my work be assessed?
At the end of the three year course, students will take written exams. There is no coursework involved.

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
This GCSE will encourage you to develop skills in thinking, evaluation, discussion and debate. It gives
you the opportunity to practise oral skills as well as written ones.
As well as being something that is enjoyable to study and a good way for you to explore some very
important issues, Religious Studies is a qualification that is seen as valuable by many different people.
Employers or colleges will see that students with this GCSE are able to think and study independently,
organise work to deadlines and are mature individuals who appreciate other beliefs and points of view.
All manner of careers see GCSE RS as a good qualification to have – from the medical profession to
teaching, social work, the police force, journalism and travel to name but a few.
What further study can I move on to?
At Finham Park the Religious Studies department offers Religious Studies at A Level. From there you
could take your study as far as a degree in Religious Studies, Theology or Philosophy

If I want to know more I should ask …
Ms Madden - Head of RE
l.madden@finhampark.co.uk

HUMANITIES

What will I study?

Year 9 - Resource Management, Living World, Urban Issues and Challenges and
Geographical Skills.
Year 10 - Natural Hazards, Physical Landscapes, Human Fieldwork Preparation and
Geographical Skills.
Year 11 - Economic World, Physical Fieldwork Preparation, Pre-release exam
preparation and Geographical Skills.

To find out more ask:
Miss Beioley (Head of Geography - l.beioley@finhampark.co.uk)
Miss Jheeta and Miss Coleman - GCSE Geography teachers

GCSE History

Why choose History GCSE?
History is the study of people – their feelings, attitudes, prejudices and motivation – so you’ll
understand people better. History opens your mind to different ways of living and different
peoples. History is vital because we can only understand who we are – as individuals or as a
nation – if we understand where we have come from. History contains examples of almost
everything that is interesting or important to us. It deals with those matters which turn us from
people who watch events, into people who understand and can influence events. History also
contains every scandal, crime and gruesome act of horror and violence imaginable! History
teaches a wide range of key skills, many of which are essential for certain jobs and careers.

What will I study?
The AQA History GCSE investigates:America, 1840-1895: Expansion and consolidation – why settlers went west and the
challenges they faced, the background and aftermath of the American Civil War, the lifestyle
of the Plains Indians and the eventual destruction of their way of life by the United States
Government.
Conflict and tension, 1918-1939 – attempts at peacemaking following the First World War,
the League of Nations and its role in keeping international peace, the origins and outbreak of
the Second World War.
Britain: Health and the people: c1000 to the present day – the development of medicine
from Prehistory to the Modern Day, evaluating the contribution and impact of war, religion,
science, technology and key peoples and individuals like William Harvey, Louis Pasteur,
Florence Nightingale and Alexander Fleming.
Norman England, c1066-c1100 – the causes of the Norman Conquest and what was done to
establish and maintain control, life in England under the Normans including the role of religion.
As part of this module students will complete a study of the historic environment of Norman
England and consider a specific site in depth. We will investigate why certain Norman sites
are built the way they are and why they are special.

This course would suit you if you…
•

Are interested in History and people.

•

Have an enquiring mind and would enjoy investigating and analysing the events and people
who have shaped the world you live in and the way we live our lives.

•

Enjoy the opportunity to undertake individual research.

•

Are committed to hard work and fun.

• Are interested in being moved, outraged, surprised, challenged and amused.
A study of the historic environment – The Development of Castles – (Year 10/11) - from their
introduction to England and Wales in 1066 to the twenty first century with special reference to local
castles like Warwick and Kenilworth. We investigate why castles are built the way they are and why

How will I learn?
Investigate topics using a range of resources such as primary and secondary sources, textbooks,
ICT, podcasts, DVDs, the internet, simulations and your teacher!
There will obviously be some revision notes to write to revise from!

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
We strongly advise students wishing to take A Level History to have studied History GCSE.
History:•

Helps you to understand people so it is useful in the ‘people professions’, e.g. teachers,
the Health Service, Social Work and Personnel.

•

Teaches enquiry skills which fit jobs which find out information – TV researcher,
investigative reporter, market research, and police.

•

Enables you to learn how to read documents, ignore irrelevancies, separate propaganda
from the truth, and circumstantial from hard evidence – essential for people like lawyers,
administrators and politicians.

•

Requires extended, logical, reasoned debate in writing which is essential for jobs requiring
writing reports, e.g. the Civil Service, Law, Journalism.

•

Know about the past which is essential for certain jobs, e.g. Artist, Architect, Designer,
Librarian, Archaeologist, Archivist, and Tour Guide.

•

Teaches
skills such as cause and consequence, change and continuity - essential in any
d
job which requires analysis and strategy, e.g. the Army, Teaching, Advertising, Medicine,
Banking and Accountancy.

•

Teaches information handling, communicating ideas, flexibility, teamwork, tolerance,
problem solving and evaluating solutions – skills regarded as essential in Industry, the
Public Services and in research and development teams in Science and Engineering.

•

It is also good preparation for A Level – Sociology, Law and Politics, Geography,
Philosophy and Law.

If I want to know more I should ask…
Ms Hirst (Head of subject and teacher of GCSE History – k.hirst@finhampark.co.uk)
Mrs Willard, Mr Walker and Mrs Griffiths – GCSE History teachers

OPTIONS
SUBJECTS

Fine Art GCSE

Why choose Fine Art GCSE.
Studying GCSE Fine art at Finham will give you the opportunity to develop personalised creative A2 sized
work folders over the course. You will develop and present a diverse range of visual work in your folder
pages. You will experiment with a variety of traditional, and new media artistic processes, tools, and
techniques. Students enjoy working through many artistic processes during the course and all students
develop highly creative and personalised work related to the context of many different art forms and artists
from different times and cultures. We are a higher performing department and our results are excellent!

What will I study?
EDEXCEL GCSE in the discipline of Fine Art:
You will respond to given titles and themes. The theme for all year 10’s is ‘Surfaces’.
All work and learning activities are related to a mix of artistic genre’s, and styles of art, from different times
and countries from around the world.
You will learn to analyse and personally respond to many designers or artists work. You will learn to
appreciate specific artistic techniques in context of given themes.

Who would this course suit? If you enjoy using and combining traditional media, and art materials this is the
course for you. Students enjoy engaging in artistic techniques and learn best through responding to
demonstrations and practical models of work, based on visual and kinaesthetic learning activities.

How will I learn?
You will analyse and respond to the work of artists and designers from a variety of cultures and nations
from around the world. Students will learn from other artists by responding to their work through the
primary skill of observation.
You will engage in workshop style lesson sequences that are differentiated and varied. You will be
encouraged to personally interpret different styles of art by creating images in direct response to different
styles of art. You will learn by analysing and comparing artists work from different time frames and
cultures. All students will develop an appreciation of how to justify decisions through written commentary,
evaluation, and annotation. All written work is in support of your visual outcomes. Students will be
encouraged to justify critical comments when discussing their own work and or the work of others.
Day trips workshops and art residential trips: You will have the opportunity to sign up for and attend
gallery workshops, you will have the opportunity to work with artists, and you could experience one of our
annual residential art tours to Europe or America. We have visited 6 destinations over the last 5 years
including, Barcelona, Amsterdam and New York. This is a great opportunity for all GCSE level art
students. Up to 50 students per year enjoy and use this experience to inspire and support working
outcomes in their folders.
How will my work be assessed? You will receive a mark every half term minimum. You will be given
regular written and or verbal feedback and targets all related to the 4 assessment objectives. You are
marked out of a total of 72, and each of the 4 assessment objectives is worth 18 marks.

Coursework (component 1)

Length

When

Component 2 final examcontrolled assessment.

Length

When

Component 1 – End of year
10 final piece - controlled
test.
Component 1 – end of year
11 Coursework mock exam
- controlled test period.

(10 hrs)

Summer –
July 2022
December
2022

Final exam prep period

10
weeks

January to
April 2023

Final exam duration

10 hrs
(2 days)

April 2023

(10 hrs)

60% of overall mark

40% of overall mark

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
GCSE level Fine Art will give you the opportunity to go on to study A Level and BTEC diploma level art
courses at post 16 level. Many Finham art students after their A levels go on to study art at foundation
level, or they go on to specialist degree level courses all over the U.K.
Many of our past Fine Art students are currently studying architecture, Industrial design, interior
architecture or design, motor vehicle design, fine art, graphic design, illustration and art history. Popular
university choices for our young learners are Coventry, Birmingham, Nottingham, Leeds, Plymouth,
London, Manchester, Goldsmiths school of design, and Glasgow school of art and architecture amongst
many others.
There are 101 careers in the visual arts, and this is one of the fastest growing industries in the U.K.

If I want to know more I should ask or Talk to Mr. D. Radford, e-mail address: d.radford@finhampark.co.uk
Ms. K Edwards, Ms. R. Henshaw, and or Ms. Roberts. Visit our GCSE Fine Art course exam board web site:
www.edexcel.co.uk

GCSE Graphic Communication

Why choose Graphic Communication GCSE:
Opting for a GCSE in Graphic communication will give you an exciting opportunity to develop visual work
outcomes where you will answer a specific brief by combining text, typography, and imagery. You will learn
different methods of visual communication. Students will experiment with photography, photo shop,
computer-based design, and hand rendered design outcomes. Students can combine a variety of traditional
and new media image making or manipulation tools and techniques. We are a high achieving department,
and our results are outstanding!

What will I study?
EDEXCEL, GCSE Graphic Communication in Art & Design:
All work is portfolio based, and all graphic students will create work outcomes that will be presented in an
A2 size folder. You will also produce 2 to 3 final outcomes over the course outside of your folder in
controlled test sequences. The theme of study for all year 10’s is ‘Land’.
You will develop work responding to a theme and you will work from specific briefs that will be written
related to your personal route of study.
You will study the work of artists, graphic designers, and typographers focusing on the language of
graphics and visual communication.
You will study and question how and why graphic designers combine different visual elements to
communicate ideas and convey different ideas and meanings.
Who would this course suit? Students that enjoy working with varied and exciting combinations of visual art
materials and media. Students that enjoy visually communicating ideas with a more technical application
and use of new media and image making technologies and software will enjoy all aspects of this course.

How will I learn? You will analyse the work of many Graphic artists, Fine artists, and designers from a
variety of cultures, times and nations from around the world. You will respond directly to the work of
others by recording images by hand or by using a camera. You will develop your skills of observation,
and rendering of images. You will regularly compare how graphic artists and typographers make or
create design outcomes.
You will engage in workshop style lesson sequences that are differentiated and varied. You will be
encouraged to personally interpret different styles of art by creating images in direct response to different
styles of art. You will learn by analysing and comparing artists work from different time frames and
cultures. All students will develop an appreciation of how to justify decisions through written commentary,
evaluation, and annotation. All written work is in support of your visual outcomes. Students will be
encouraged to justify critical comments when discussing their own work and or the work of others.
Day trips workshops and art residential trips: You will have the opportunity to sign up for and attend
gallery workshops, you will have the opportunity to work with artists, and you could experience one of our
annual residential art tours to Europe or America. We have visited 6 destinations over the last 5 years
including, Barcelona, Amsterdam and New York. This is a great opportunity for all GCSE level art
students. Up to 50 students per year enjoy and use this experience to inspire and support working
outcomes in their folders.

Coursework (component 1)

Length

When

Component 2 final examcontrolled assessment.

Length

When

Component 1 – End of year
10 final piece - controlled
test.
Component 1 – end of year
11 Coursework mock exam
- controlled test period.

(10 hrs)

Summer –
July 2022
December
2022

Final exam prep period

10
weeks

January to
April 2023

Final exam duration

10 hrs
(2 days)

April 2023

(10 hrs)

60% of overall mark

40% of overall mark

How will my work be assessed? You will receive a mark every month, and you will be given regular
written feedback and targets. Related to 4 assessment objectives, you will be marked out of a total of 72
and each of the 4 assessment objectives is worth 18 marks.

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future? GCSE level Graphic Communication will
help you access A Level and BTEC Diploma courses at post 16 level. We celebrate high levels of success
in the art department at GCSE level, our students achieved outstanding grades this summer 2019 for
GCSE art graphics.
You can study art graphics at all levels at Finham park school and many of our students access a range of
different further or higher education courses after their time at Finham. A large proportion of our art
students go on to study art on foundation courses, or specialist visual arts degree level courses all over the
U.K.
Many of our past Fine Art students are currently studying architecture, Industrial design, interior
architecture or design, motor vehicle design, fine art, graphic design, illustration and art history. Popular
university choices for our young learners are Coventry, Birmingham, Nottingham, Leeds, Plymouth,
London, Manchester, Goldsmiths school of design, and Glasgow school of art and architecture amongst
many others.

If I want to know more I should ask …Talk to Mr. D. Radford, e-mail address: D.Radford@finhampark.co.uk
Ms. K Edwards, Ms. R. Henshaw, and or Ms. Roberts. Visit our GCSE Fine Art course exam board web site:
www.edexcel.co.uk

GCSE Photography

Why choose A GCSE in Photography?
GCSE Photography will give you an exciting opportunity to develop personalised visual folder using
techniques and concepts of colour and black and white Photography. All GCSE photography work is now
digital. You will respond to set themes through artists and photographers over time. You will be encouraged
to combine many photography techniques including hand rendering images, and using image manipulation
software tools in Photoshop. We are a high achieving department, and our photographers achieve
outstanding results.

What will I study?
EDEXCEL GCSE in Art & Design in the discipline of in Photography:
You will be given titles and themes to work on. The theme for Year 10 is ‘Land’.
All work and learning is portfolio based. All photography students will create an A2 size folder of
photographic outcomes and experiments responding to the set theme above.
You will study the work of historic, modern, and present-day contemporary photographers. You will learn
how to critically analyse and interpret their work through your own image making processes. You will
understand the formal elements through photography and you will study contexts, ideas, and meanings
behind their work.

Who would this course suit?
If you enjoy using a camera, taking photos and you are eager to learn the applications of digital photography
and image manipulation techniques then you will love this course!

How will I learn?
You will analyse the work of many photographers, artists and designers from a variety of historic and
contemporary cultures. You will respond directly to their work, through the primary skill of recording
observations through the medium of Photography. You will regularly compare how photographers take
shoots and design or create photographs. You will record written commentaries, evaluations, and
annotation in your folder to support and give context to all visual work outcomes. You will learn to develop
creative logical work sequences, and you will learn to justify decisions related to research and selection of
imagery.
Day trips workshops and art residential trips: You will have the opportunity to sign up for and attend gallery
workshops, you will have the opportunity to work with artists, and you could experience one of our annual
residential art tours to Europe or America. We have visited 6 destinations over the last 5 years including,
Barcelona, Amsterdam and New York. This is a great opportunity for all GCSE level art students. Up to 50
students per year enjoy and use this experience to inspire and support working outcomes in their folders.

How will my work be assessed?
You will receive a mark every month, and you will be given regular written feedback and targets related to
the 4 course assessment objectives. Your work will be marked out of a total of 72. Each of the 4 assessment
objectives is worth 18 marks.

Coursework (component 1)

Length

When

Component 2 final examcontrolled assessment.

Length

When

Component 1 – End of year
10 final piece - controlled
test.
Component 1 – end of year
11 Coursework mock exam
- controlled test period.

(10 hrs)

Summer –
July 2022
December
2022

Final exam prep period

10
weeks

January to
April 2023

Final exam duration

10 hrs
(2 days)

April 2023

(10 hrs)

60% of overall mark

40% of overall mark

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
Photography at GCSE level can help you access further and higher education courses initially at A Level
and BTEC diploma level courses in post 16 education. Our students enjoy the transitions from GCSE to A
Level photography at Finham Park School giving our students a strong pathway in their studies in this
popular visual arts discipline. This is celebrated through our amazing results at GCSE and A Level year on
year. Students go on to study foundation courses, or specialist degree level courses all over the U.K.
Many of our students after year 13 are currently studying Photography at Bristol, Nottingham, Coventry,
Bath, Birmingham and Manchester. Our A level students access great photography degree courses in the
country. There are 101 job careers in the visual arts, and this is one of the fastest growing industries in the
U.K.

If I want to know more I should ask …
Mr. D. Radford - e-mail address: D.Radford@finhampark.co.uk
Or Ms. K Edwards, Ms. R. Henshaw, and or Ms. Roberts.
Visit the GCSE Fine Art course exam board web site: www.edexcel.co.uk

GCSE Business

Why choose Business GCSE
No matter which route you follow, the business course can help you prepare for further and higher
education such as AS/A2 Levels and BTEC and NVQ courses. You will become skilled in making
decisions, being creative, solving problems, understanding finance, dealing with data, communicating
and working as part of team. A GCSE Business course could lead to work in a business-related
profession such as accountancy, law, marketing or the leisure and tourism industry.
All the Business rooms are equipped with Internet-linked PCs. You will be encouraged to use them to help
carry out your research, to present your assessed work and to produce presentations.

What will I study?
EDEXCEL Course Structure
You will be introduced to the world of small businesses and find out how to develop an idea and spot an
opportunity, and turn that into a successful business. You will understand how to make a business
effective and manage money. You will also see how the world around us affects small businesses and all
the people involved. After understanding how small businesses are run your focus will be on larger
businesses and the strategies businesses use to grow their business and make it profitable. There will be
elements of Marketing, Production, Finance and Human Resources included in the course. You will
understand how these different functions work in a business and their objectives.
There will be a lot more focus on the Finance aspect of a business where you will learn how to create
cash flows and analyse break even graphs. The course will be challenging with some aspects of A level
finance included such as average rate of return.
The exams will expect you to write essay style answers using analytical skills and be able to conclude
your answers with your opinion and be able to justify it. Unlike previous years there will be no
controlled assessment in GCSE and there will be examinations at the end of Year 11.

How will my work be assessed?

Examinations
Paper 1 based on Theme1 – Investigating small business 50%

Length
1hr 30min

When
Summer 2019

Paper 2 based on Theme 2 – Building a business 50%

1hr 30min

Summer 2019

Both papers have equal weighting

Who would this course suit? If you enjoy:
• communicating and explaining your ideas
• thinking creatively and making decisions
• working with numbers to solve business problems
• learning about the world of business through research and investigation
You’ll need to learn and apply your knowledge of key terms for the exam units. You will need to be
confident in maths as you will be expected to perform calculations and construct graphs.
You will need at least grade 4 in Maths and English.
Business Question:
Which of these companies is not listed on the Stock Exchange?
(a) John Lewis
(b) Marks and Spencer
(c) Barclays Bank
(d) Tesco

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
You may decide to study a Business Studies course at A Level or College or choose an apprenticeship.
The skills developed on the courses (giving presentations, gathering research, producing balanced
written arguments and financial calculations) will help you in any future job or even to set up your own
business. Past students have gone on to study many Business-related degrees such as Management,
Marketing, Human Resources and Accounting.

If I want to know more I should ask …
Mrs Gosal (Head of Business and Economics) / Mr Newsome or Miss Watson
a.gosal@finhampark.co.uk, m.newsome@finhampark.co.uk, d.watson@finhampark.co.uk
EDEXCEL website for more information and specification
http://www.edexcel.com/quals/gcse/gcse09/Business/Business/Pages/default.aspx

GCSE Computing

Why Choose Computing?
•

Did you enjoy the spreadsheet challenges, python, and scratch programming units from
Year 8?

•

Do you want to be challenged?

•

Do you have strong Maths and Science skills?

•

Do you love Coding?

•

Do you love solving difficult and interesting problems?

•

Do you want to learn more about the science behind how Computers work?
If the answer is yes to all of those questions, then GCSE Computing is for you.

What will I study?
The OCR GCSE Computing covers two key areas, Computing Systems and Programming…
Computer systems:
This is a theory based unit which is assessed by a written paper in Year 11. The paper is a mix
of short and long answer questions – some of which will require students to write program code.
Topics will include Networking, Hardware, Software, Storage, Security, Computer Systems, The
Ethics and Laws surrounding Computing and so on
Computational thinking, algorithms and programming:
This is an exam based unit which will be taught through the medium of programming (we will
teach you how to code and produce algorithms). The exam will be on paper and will require
students to be able to understand how to solve problems without a computer in front of them.
Topics will include: Algorithms, Programming, Logic, Data representation etc

Who would this course suit?
GCSE Computing suits learners who are confident mathematicians and have already developed
an interest in computing beyond that of an “end user”, you will most likely be experimenting with
your own programming and extending on what you have already learnt in your ICT lessons.
If you think Computing is about Social Media and graphic design then you’re wrong ☺
This course will interest critical thinkers and those who enjoy solving challenging problems
independently. It will suit students who want to go on to higher study and employment in the field
of computer science and will find it a superb stepping stone. If you have done well and enjoyed
the more ‘technical’ parts of the ICT course, then this is the course for you.

How will I learn?
This exciting GCSE gives you an excellent opportunity to investigate how computers work and
how they are used.
You will learn practical programming skills in a variety of languages (main Python) we look at the
theory and reasoning behind algorithms not just coding them. You will face a variety of different
levels of tasks with multiple solutions to each problem, your mission is to find the best way of
solving the problem!
You will develop your computer programming and problem-solving skills. You will do some
fascinating research and practical work. For example, some of the current investigations look at
Python programming, encryption and assembly language programming.

How will my work be assessed?
You will be assessed in end of unit test, practical programming in a variety of scenarios (including
numerous programming projects towards the start of Year 11).
Your formal assessment for the qualification is:
Unit

When assessed

Computer Systems (01) – 50% of GCSE

Y11 Exam

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Programming (02) – 50% of
GCSE

Y11 Exam

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
If you take a GCSE in Computing and then go on to study the subject at A Level or university,
you’ll have an advantage over fellow students who are picking up the subject at these higher
levels. The increasing importance of information technologies means there will be a growing
demand for professionals who are qualified in this field.
The course is also an excellent preparation if you want to study or work in areas that rely on the
skills you’ll develop, especially where they’re applied to technical problems. These areas include
vv
engineering,
financial and resource management, science and medicine.

If I want to know more I should ask …
Mr Powell or Mr Bridgeman, or you can also visit the GCSE Computing pages on FROG
n.powell@finhampark.co.uk
j.bridgeman@finhampark.co.uk

GCSE Design & Technology
Why choose Design & Technology?
Design and Technology prepares you to participate in tomorrow’s rapidly changing world. You learn to
think and intervene creatively to improve quality of life. We will teach you about the design process and the
skills you will need to turn your designs into products. You will be able to give practical solutions to real
problems and see how your work relates to real-life. Design and Technology will teach you how to be an
independent autonomous learner who can take responsibility for planning and organising your work, and
be able to evaluate it in a reflective and critical manner. You will learn how to work practically both
individually and will others and have the satisfaction of successfully completing a practical project.

What will I study?
Core technical principles – new and emerging technologies, energy storage and generation, modern
and smart materials, systems approach to designing, mechanical devices, materials and their working
properties.
Specialist technical principles – selection of materials and processes, forces and stresses, ecological
and social footprint, scales of production, sources and origins, using and working with materials, stock
forms, types and sizes, specialist techniques, surface treatments and finishes.
Designing and making principles – investigation, primary and secondary data, environmental, social
and economic challenge, the work of others, design strategies, communication of design ideas,
prototype development, selection of materials and components, tolerances, material management, tools
and equipment and techniques and processes.

Who would this course suit?
If you are interested in the products we use and have thought about how you could design better or more
attractive solutions, then you would find this course both useful and inspiring. If you would also like to
present your design proposals in a professional manner, then you will find this course equips you with the
necessary skills. A comprehensive design and make task takes up a large part of the course and involves
careful consideration with regards to time management.

How will I learn?
In Year 9 and 10 you will learn and develop a variety of skills by completing a series of short projects.
These will enable you to experience the iterative design process from start to finish. During this year, you
will also develop your independent learning skills by experimenting with different methods of how to create
final outcomes and products. Theoretical work and preparation for the GCSE examination will take place
in these 2 years with concepts and content introduced through a variety of practical making lessons,
designing and drawing lessons as well as pure theory based lessons. All Design and Technology students
complete their Non Exam-Assessment during the course of Year 11 which will include a larger scale
manufactured product linked to a design context set by the exam board.

How will my work be assessed?
The course is assessed with 50% Non-Exam Assessment which is a single design and make project. It
should take approximately 30 - 35 hours to complete. Students can choose a project from a list set by the
exam board. The other 50% of the course is assessed through a written examination at the end of Year 11.

Examinations

Length

When

Controlled assessment /
Coursework / Portfolio

Length

When

Paper 1
50%

2 hours

Summer
of year
11

Non exam-assessment
50%

35 hours
in
lessons

Sept –
May of
year 11

50% of overall mark

50% of overall mark

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
Students can use this course as a stepping board for numerous career pathways including university
degrees, apprenticeships or going straight into work. The course can lead onto careers such as:
Possible Future University Courses:
Illustration, Fashion, Product Design, Civil Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, Architecture, Performance or Stage Design, Scenography and Costume Design.
Possible Future Careers or Apprenticeships:
Product Designer, Automotive Industry, Aerospace Engineer, Mechanical Engineer, Civil Engineer,
Architect, Fashion Designer, Web Designer, Stage/Performance Designer, Costume Design, Lighting
Designer and Designer.

If I want to know more I should ask …
For more information visit www.aqa.org.uk and search for the AQA Design & Technology GCSE
Speak with Mr Elliott (Head of Design and Technology) in K15 – r.elliott@finhampark.co.uk
Or Mrs Conway (Teacher of Design and Technology) in K14 - l.conway@finhampark.co.uk

Design

Manufacturing

GCSE Drama

Why choose Drama GCSE?
Drama is all about helping you to become an expert communicator.
Through practical lessons you will learn how to become a leader as you organise your own performances
and direct your peers. You will develop research and presentation skills as you explore the world of
theatre and you will learn how to perform with confidence, projection and skill to engage an audience.
You will develop your written skills as you analyse and evaluate a range of exciting scripts and explore
thought-provoking issues such as immigration and social media. You can even choose to learn about the
technical aspects of Theatre by designing lighting, sound or costume for a play.

What will I study?
Year 9
We will teach you all the skills you need for your GCSE. During this exciting year you will work in
group’s to devise your own performances based on issues that interest you. You will also perform a
scripted play of your choice to rehearse and bring to life for an audience.
Year 10-11
Component 1 –You will devise (create) a piece of Drama about a topic or issue that interests you. You
will be marked on this practical work and a written response to this.
Component 2– In groups you will select, edit, and rehearse 2 script extracts of your choice. This is then
performed in front of an examiner. Alternatively, you can select the technical option and present your
ideas in either lighting, sound, or costume.
Component 3 – This is a written exam in which you will explore a full play script. You will also go on a
theatre trip to watch a live performance and then will write a theatre review of how effective you thought
it was.

This course would suit you if you…
•

Enjoy drama and want to develop your communication skills further

•

Have an enquiring mind and would enjoy exploring and analysing play scripts

•

Enjoy the opportunity to lead others and develop your team building skills

•

Are interested in how to engage an audience

•

Are an innovative thinker and want to bring your creativity to life

How will I learn?
By devising short performances and bringing scripted pieces to life.
You will explore exciting issues using a range of resources such as scripts, poems, newspapers, images,
music, ICT, DVDs, the internet and your teacher-in-role!
Viewing live theatre to learn from the experts and see different theatre styles in action.

How will my work be assessed?
%
Length
%

When

Controlled assessment /
Coursework / Portfolio

Length

When

Component 2 Performance to
examiner

2 hours

Year 11

Component 1 Devising Theatre
and Portfolio

In lesson
time

Year 10

Component 3 Written Exam

1.5 hours Y11
60% of overall mark

Examinations

40% of overall mark

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
We can help you to:
✓ Become an expert communicator and public speaker
✓ Show employers you can work in a team and have excellent leadership skills
✓ Develop outstanding presentation skills
✓ Develop your analytical skills
✓ Create, lead, organise and perform in plays to a live audience
✓ Improve your problem solving skills
✓ Become an innovative thinker

What jobs can it lead to?
•

Drama teaches you the art of communication which is a vital skill for every job out there!

•

It also develops your empathy and people skills needed for ‘People jobs’ such as. teachers,
Nurses/Doctors, Social Workers and Personnel.

•

Drama teaches enquiry skills suited to jobs like TV researchers, investigative reporters, market
researchers, and the police.

•

Enables you to learn how to analyse and argue your point in verbal and written work -essential for
people like lawyers, administrators and politicians, Journalists

•

Teaches organisiion and leadership, skills needed for Teaching, Project Managing, Events coordinating, Operations Managers etc.

•

Builds knowledge of the theatre both on-stage and back-stage leading to roles such as Actor,
Director, producer, lighting/set/sound/costume designer

•

We strongly advise students wishing to take A Level Drama to have studied Drama GCSE. It is
also good preparation for A Level English, Psychology Sociology and Law.

If I want to know more I should ask …
Mrs Spokes (j.spokes@finhampark.co.uk)

OCR Cambridge Certificate in Engineering Manufacture

Why choose OCR Cambridge Certificate in Engineering Manufacture?
Engineering manufacture is a discipline of engineering dealing with different manufacturing practices and
processes using the machines, tools and equipment that turn raw materials into new products. This
qualification will enable you to study these processes. It will also allow you to operate the tools and
equipment used to make products from the requirements of a design specification, as well as use relevant
computer applications such as CAD/CAM, and CNC equipment.

What will I study?
The engineering manufacture course is aimed at learners who wish to study the processes involved in
manufacturing new engineered products. Learners are provided with the knowledge and skills required to
operate manufacturing tools and equipment used to make products from the requirements of a design
specification. Learners will develop their understanding of the processes and systems required to transfer
a design concept into a product.
A practical approach to teaching and learning will provide learners with knowledge in engineering
Technology and develop critical thinking, creativity and dextrous skills through engaging practical
experiences.

Who would this course suit?
If you are interested in the materials and processes and the way in which things work then this could be
the course for you. This course is a mixture of both written assignment work and practical work which will
also include CAD/CAM produced practical pieces. You are not required to make a final product but
practical work will be carried out to enable students to learn the theory of the course where applicable.

How will I learn?
This course will enable learners to develop the skills and understanding required to carry out a range of
engineering tasks and is based around both practical and written work.
In Year 9 students will learn and develop their knowledge and a variety of skills by completing a series of
short projects. This will encompass traditional practical, making skills, computer aided design and
manufacturing skills as well as knowledge on engineering in industry today, materials and industrial
processes. Lessons are kept as varied as possible and where theory work can be delivered by making
and doing they are done so.
In Year 10 and 11 students will start their written assignments for assessment which will pull together
their learning from year 9 as well as develop this knowledge further so as to apply it into different
scenarios and briefs.

How will my work be assessed?
Assessment is by the production of a portfolio of work for the units R110, R111, R112, and will consist of
written assignments.
Unit R109 is assessed by a written examination paper.

Examinations
R109

25%

Length

When

Controlled assessment /
Coursework / Portfolio

1 hour

Summer
of year
11.

R110
R111
R112

25% of overall mark

25%
25%
25%

Length

When

10-12
hours for
each unit

Year 10
& 11.

75% of overall mark

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
Due to the nature of the subject, students can use it as a stepping board for numerous career pathways
including university courses straight into work or apprenticeships. The course can lead onto careers such
as:
Possible Future University Courses:
Civil Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Architecture, Chemical Engineering,
Telecommunications, Robotic Engineering, Electric Engineering
Possible Future Careers or Apprenticeships:
Automotive Industry, Aerospace Engineer, Mechanical Engineer, Civil Engineer, Blacksmith, Electrician

If I want to know more I should ask …
For more information visit www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-nationals-engineering-manufacture-level-1-2award-certificate-j832-j842/
Speak with Mr Elliott (Head of Design and Technology) in K15 – r.elliott@finhampark.co.uk
Or Mr Maguire (Teacher of Engineering and Head of STEM) in K13 – p.maguire@finhampark.co.uk

GCSE Film Studies
Why choose Film Studies GCSE
Film is one of the key visual media which has dominated story-telling and entertainment in our culture for the
past century, and shapes many of our ideas today. Our ideas about gender roles, responses to conflict and
political ideas are shaped largely by Hollywood films. GCSE Film Studies allows students to develop a critical,
questioning approach to films, the industry, audiences and social contexts. Students study a variety of films
and analyse their techniques, representations and cultural influences. They will learn to analyse texts, develop
their ability to visualise stories, and learn the technical skills to turn ideas into films.

Students then move on in each case to produce their own portfolio of industry-based coursework.
What will I study?
The EDUQAS Film Studies GCSE investigates:Hollywood Films – Genre Study (to be confirmed – Currently Musical films) - (Year 9/11) – the
typical features of films within the designated genre, including camera work, editing and settings, the
representations of key heroes and villains and the values they stand for, taught through case studies.
The topic also engages with the ways in which these genre conventions have changed over time
Hollywood Independents – Specialist Writing - (Year 9/11) – the way in which audience perceptions
are affected by critical reviews of Independent Hollywood Films. Taught through a single case study
English Language Non-Hollywood Films – Narrative and Aesthetics Study (Year 9/10/11) - the
study of differences between Hollywood films and those from other English-speaking cultures, in the way
they represent society, gender and important social ideas. Taught through two case studies.
Non-English Language Films – Representation Study (Year 10/11) - the study of representations and
social contexts in non-English-speaking cultures, in the way they represent society, gender and other
important social ideas. Taught through a single case study.
Creative film-making – (Year 9/10/11) – Students individually create a series of screenplays or
sequences for the start of a film from a given brief, shoot it and edit it into a final product, and then
evaluate it.

This course would suit you if …
•

Are interested in film and culture

•

Have an enquiring mind and enjoy analysing how films construct meaning on a technical level

•

Enjoy the opportunity to undertake individual research

•

Are committed to independent creative projects over extended periods of time

•

You have strong analytical and written skills

How will I learn?
Investigate topics using a range of case study films, videos, podcasts, the internet, and your teacher!
FROG and Google Classroom will be central to all of your learning resources.
Independent “flipped learning” so you can work at your own pace and at your own level: The course suits
students who are self-motivated and work well independently.
Practical exercises which get progressively more difficult after initial skills-learning, and result in long-term
film projects.

How will my work be assessed?

Examinations

Length When

Controlled assessment /
Coursework / Portfolio
Summer Film creation (Screenplay or
Year 11 edited production, and
evaluation)
30%
Summer
Year 11

Length

When

Paper 1 – Exploring Hollywood
Films
35%

1½
hours

20 hours
in
lessons

Year
9/10/11

Paper 2 – Non-Hollywood Films
35%

1½
hours

70% of overall mark

30% of overall mark

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
We advise students wishing to take A Level Film or Cambridge Technicals in Digital Media to have
studied Film GCSE.
Film Studies:•

Helps you develop practical and creative skills which help in all creative professions such as
acting, design, film, TV, set design, writing, marketing, and business

•

Teaches project management skills such as planning, execution, and team work required in
industries such as engineering, STEM and any media industries

•

Helps you to understand audiences and production processes, so it’s useful in marketing
professions, advertising, business

•

Teaches written enquiry skills which fit jobs which find out information – Journalism, researcher,
market research, and teaching or lecturing.

•

Requires extended, logical, reasoned, analytical debate in writing which is essential for other
subjects such as English, Sociology, Psychology, History, Geography, and Science

•

Teaches ICT skills, information handling, communicating ideas, flexibility, teamwork, problem
solving and evaluating solutions – skills regarded as essential in Industry, the Public Services
and in research and development teams in Science and Engineering.

•

Gets you in touch with film professionals through trips, external speakers from industry, and the
Finham Film Festival. Our students perform among the best in the country, and the festival allows
them to gain exposure among professionals from the film industry, so there is a healthy element
of competition in our termly film-making!

If I want to know more I should ask …
Mr Gunn
m.gunn@finhampark.co.uk
http://finhampark.co.uk/departments/media.php

ICT – Creative iMedia Level 1/2 Award/Certificate

Why Choose ICT?
What is imedia I hear you ask...well…Have you ever used a Website, an App, An Interactive
Kiosk at a Museum, Viewed an animation to promote a product? Of course you have!
Interactive Media is all around us and is part of your modern world. The skills you will be learning
will be useful across many different careers and jobs!
ICT is suited to students who want to learn about Website Creation, Game Production,
Animation design, Graphics / Sound Editing and Interactive Presentations.

What will I study?
Along with learning the skills to: Design Websites, Produce sound, Create animations, Edit Images
and Create Interactive presentations you will be completing four units of study:

R081: Pre-production skills
This is the only examined unit and it brings together all the skills used in the creative and digital media
world. You will cover such things as video scripts, storyboards, media, spider diagrams and much
more!

R082: Creating digital graphics
Digital graphics is used everywhere in our lives and play a very important part in today’s world.
The digital media sector relies heavily on these images within the products it produces, to
communicate messages effectively.

R085: Creating a multipage website
You will most likely make your own website one day to advertise your business, club or it could be
your job! This unit will enable you to understand the basics of creating multipage websites.

R087/R088: Creating interactive multimedia products/Creating sound
Interactive products are used everywhere like in games, phones, presentations etc. This unit helps
you understand the basics in making an interactive product for the media industry. We will also look at
creating an radio ad or film trailer.

Who would this course suit?
It would suit learners with a “general” interest in IT and Media, rather than those who are keen to
understand everything about how a computer works. It is important for students to understand
that there is currently a big digital skills shortage in the UK and that all students should be able to
understand and make use of IT, in a 21st Century world. Finham Park believes that is vital for
students to have the opportunity to obtain an ICT qualification, regardless of their future
aspirations and goals.

How will I learn?
This course is highly practical. Students will spend a lot of time developing the skills needed to complete
practical assessments. The style of this course is a cycle in which you:
- Are taught new skills in small chunks…
- Complete the work required in controlled conditions…
- and then get feedback on your work in order to improve it
The same skills and knowledge you have learnt for the internal assessment will be used in the external
assessment so there is nothing new to learn!

How will my work be assessed?
You will sit three pieces of controlled coursework (in which you will receive some feedback, once, after
each submission)
Each internal assessment (Coursework) is worth 25% of overall grade, breaks down into:

Unit

When Assessed

R082: Creating digital graphics

Winter Term 2 (Y10)

R085: Creating a multipage website

Spring Term 1 (Y10)

R087: Creating interactive multimedia products\Creating sound Winter Term 1 (Y11)
R081: Pre-production skills (External 25%)

Summer Term 3
(Y11)

External Assessment
Unit

When Assessed

All previous Units (1,2,3,4) are assessed in an externally set
assessment. This is essentially a mini version of the coursework in
exam conditions. This assessment should take place before the
main exam window.

Towards the end of
Year 11, usually May

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
This qualification (OCR Cambridge Nationals in Creative iMedia) are full GCSE equivalents, meaning that
they will be accepted as one of the GCSE’s required to join Finham Park School Sixth Form. They will also
be accepted by Colleges, other Sixth Forms, Employers or Apprenticeship Schemes, for students seeking
alternatives at 16.
This qualification would be a perfect platform for students looking to enter the IT industry or study any
aspect of the subject at Sixth Form. Many students will not wish to pursue IT as a career or an option for
further study, but for these students the course will equip them with a range of digital skills that will serve
them well regardless of their future plans.

If I want to know more I should ask …
Mr Powell or your current ICT Teacher, you can also visit the Interactive Media Site on FROG
n.powell@finhampark.co.uk

GCSE Music

Why choose GCSE Music
Music improves and enriches the life of every human being. GCSE Music gives you the chance to explore
the music we hear around us so you can enjoy listening to music more, perform music better and write
your own music. The course combines practical skills with academic theory and will introduce you to
music you have not heard before. You will be able to create music in whichever style you enjoy the most.
If you are already learning an instrument, GCSE Music is an excellent course to take as it complements
and builds on the skills taught by instrumental teachers.

What will I study?
The Eduqas Music GCSE is made up of 3 different sections:
1. Performing (30%) – Perform at least 2 pieces on an instrument of your choice (6 minutes in
total). One must be an ensemble piece, the remaining piece(s) can be either ensemble or solo.
One piece must be linked to an area of study from section 3 below. You will submit a final
recording of your pieces in Year 11. The standard required is roughly equivalent to a grade 4
exam in an instrument so you will need to aim to be at this standard by the end of year 11.
2. Composing (30%) – Compose 2 pieces of music (6 minutes in total); one of which must be in
response to a brief set by the exam board, the second can be in a style of your choice, both
submitted in Year 11.
3. Listening and analysing (40%) – You will study music covering a range of musical styles and
periods, including classical, film music and rock and pop. You will cover two set works (a piece
by Mozart and a pop song) and be tested on some pieces you have not heard before.

This course would suit you if …
•

You love listening to music.

•

You enjoy the creative challenge of composing your own pieces of music.

•

You are open to learning about different kinds of music and are willing to dig deep into the theory
behind various styles of music.

•

You are already learning an instrument or are keen to learn one next year.

•

You have the ability to be self-disciplined and committed to practising on your instrument.

How will I learn?
The Music course has a strong practical emphasis but requires you to develop understanding of music
theory through the practical exercises. Through guided listening and performing, you will understand how
music is composed and will apply these techniques to your own pieces of music.
It is strongly advised that you take instrument lessons either in or out of school in order to develop the skills
required to gain the best possible grade.

How will my work be assessed?

Examinations

Length

When

Controlled assessment /
Coursework / Portfolio

Length

When

Component 3 – Appraising
40%

75 mins

Summer

Component 1 - Performing 30%

Approx
20 hours
for each;
within
lessons

By
Easter

Component 2 - Composing 30%

How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
We strongly advise students wishing to take A Level Music / Music Technology to study Music GCSE.
•

Excellent preparation for careers in the Music industry, e.g. composer (for music studio, films,
games, special events etc.), sound engineering, session musician, musical theatre, orchestras.

•

More and more opportunities are opening up in the field of Music Therapy where music is used
to aid recovery from physical and mental illnesses.

•

The skills of performance and composition that you learn will enrich your whole life. Being able
to play an instrument enables you to perform in bands, orchestras, choirs, musicals and much
more.

•

Develops skills of pattern recognition which is essential in many careers including engineering,
scientific research and banking.

•

Develops creativity and the ability to continue complex, abstract and extended tasks through to
completion which is a skill much sought after in numerous industries.

If I want to know more I should ask …

Mrs Sharkey J.Sharkey@finhampark.co.uk
Mrs Atherton R.Atherton@finhampark.co.uk

GCSE Physical Education

Why choose Physical Education GCSE?
Physical Education provides students with the knowledge and understanding of how to live a healthy and
active lifestyle, enabling them to make informed choices about their own physical development. Students
can choose from a variety of roles and activities in which to participate in physical activity. Students will
learn how to analyse and evaluate performance and suggest effective plans for improvement.
What will I study?
In Year 9 GCSE PE students will be assessed in a variety of different sporting activities. In theory lessons
students will be studying various aspects from the OCR course, including: anatomy of physiology, benefits of
exercising, psychological benefits of exercise and methods of training.
This course would suit
This course would suit students who regularly compete in competitive sport both inside and outside of
school. Students considering this subject MUST take part in competitive sport outside of school in
at least one of the sports listed.

How will I learn?
In Year 9 ALL students will still have four lessons of CORE PE (separate to GCSE PE). Those who choose
to study GCSE PE will also have an additional four lessons, which will consist of two theory (classroom based
lessons) and two practical based lessons. Students will study a variety of different sporting activities as well
as developing their knowledge and understanding of key theoretical areas connecting to sports performance.
As student’s progress through the three years of the course they will do more theory based lessons.

How will my work be assessed?

Students will be moderated in three practical sporting activities (one team, one individual and one
team or individual). Final practical assessments will take place in year 11. Those students doing
external sports, which cannot be moderated in a school setting will provide video evidence.
Students will complete controlled coursework, which takes place in year 10 & 11. At the end of
year 11 students will complete 2 one hour examination papers in all aspects of the course studied.

Examinations

Length

Exam One: Applied A &P &
Physical Training

1 Hour

Exam Two: Socio-cultural
influences Sports psychology
Health, fitness and well-being

1 Hour

When

In year
11

60% of overall mark

Controlled assessment /
Coursework / Portfolio

Length

When

Practical Sport (3 different
sports) - 30%
Coursework - 10%

Over two
years

In Year 11

40% of overall mark

You will be assessed in 3 sports
1 team, 1 individual and 1 team or individual
Team Sports
Acrobatic gymnastics (cannot be assessed with
gymnastics)
Football
Badminton (cannot be assessed with singles)

Individual Sports
Athletics or Cross Country
Badminton (cannot be assessed with doubles)
Boxing

Basketball

Canoeing (cannot be assessed with, canoeing, sculling or
as both a team and individual sport)

Cricket

Cycling

Dance (cannot be assessed both as a team or individual)

Dance (cannot be assessed both as a team or individual
or with ice skating)

Figure Skating (cannot be assessed both as a team or
individual or with dance).

Diving

Futsal

Equestrian

Gaelic football

Golf

Goal football

Gymnastics

Handball

Figure Skating (cannot be assessed both as a team or
individual or with dance).

Hockey
Hurling
Ice Hockey (not assessed with Roller hockey)
Inline Roller hockey (not assessed with ice hockey)

Kayaking (cannot be assessed with, canoeing, sculling or
as both a team and individual sport)
Rock Climbing

Lacrosse

Sculling (cannot be assessed with kayaking, canoeing,
sculling or as both a team and individual sport)

Netball

Sailing

Rowing (cannot be assessed with kayaking, canoeing,
sculling or as both a team and individual sport)

Skiing (cannot be assessed with snowboarding)

Rugby League (cannot be assessed with Rugby League)
Rugby Union (cannot be assessed with Rugby League).
Sailing
Sculling (cannot be assessed with kayaking, canoeing,
sculling or as both a team and individual sport)
Squash (cannot be assessed with singles)
Table Tennis (cannot be assessed with singles)
Tennis (cannot be assessed with singles)
Volleyball
Water Polo

Other disability sports include: Blind Cricket,
Camogie, Goal ball, Hurling, Power chair football

Snowboarding (cannot be assessed with snowboarding)
Squash
Swimming (cannot be synchronisation)
Rowing
Squash (cannot be assessed with doubles)
Table Tennis (cannot be assessed with doubles)
Tennis (cannot be assessed with doubles)
Trampolining
Windsurfing

Other disability sports include including: Boccia,
Polybat

GCSE Psychology
Why choose Psychology GCSE
Psychology is the study of human behaviour and the human brain – why we do the things we do. So if you are
interested in people, and want to learn more about what makes us tick – then Psychology will be a good choice
for you. Psychology is partly a Science – it looks at experiments that Psychologists have done, what they were
trying to find out, and how successful their experiments have been. So we also ask you to devise and carry out
experiments, to see what you can find out about people’s behaviours and minds. But Psychology is also an
opportunity to discover how unpredictable and amazing human beings are, and to explore further how much
our brain controls us... or how much we control our brain.

What will I study?
Psychology follows the Edexcel course, which has 2 examinations. The new syllabus from 2018 will study the
following themes:
Unit 1
Topics – Development, Memory, Psychological problems, the Brain and Neuropsychology, Social Influence
Unit 2
Topics – Research methods, and two from: Criminal Psychology, the self, Perception, Sleep and Dreaming,
Language and Communication

Who would this course suit?
Students who have enjoyed PSHE (like Psychology, a part of the Social Sciences Faculty) and like
discussions, debates, and finding out why people behave in certain ways.
Students who enjoy Science.
Students who enjoy thinking creatively and thinking of imaginative responses.
Students who have a good memory – there’s lot of content!
Students who are determined and like a challenge. Psychology is new to you all!

How will I learn?
Students will learn about Psychology – they will investigate famous experiments and Psychologists, and will
evaluate their findings and how accurate they think they are. You will also find out about the different types of
Psychologists and what ‘being a Psychologist’ actually means.
We will ask you to devise, conduct and write up experiments – to come up with hypotheses, gather data
effectively, and conduct experiments using a variety of participants.
We will ask you to debate and discuss many varied topics, such as illusions, dreams, memories, violence,
phobias, fear, obedience, ethics, upbringing and senses.

Examinations
Paper 1 55% of final mark

Length
1 hr
45mins

When
Summer
Yr11

1 hr
20 mins

Summer
Yr11

Length
Controlled When
No controlled assessment in this subject

Paper 2 45% of final mark

NB
The school still intends to deliver the Edexcel GCSE syllabus as this has been used from 2018 to date. However, a new
exam board could potentially be used if we consider this to be in the best interests of students. However, no GCSE
Psychology involves Controlled Assessment, whatever exam board is selected.

How will my work be assessed?
Assessment will be ongoing throughout Year 9, where students will be introduced to real GCSE questions
and will become familiar with the layout and demands of GCSE exams.
In Year 9 we will introduce elements of Psychology from both Yr10 and Yr11 exam content, to familiarise
students with main themes and topics of study. For those students who continue the subject to full GCSE,
these topics will be revisited over the next two years, in greater depth, and with a greater focus on exam
technique.
There is no controlled assessment and final grades will be assessed through 2 exams at the end of Year 11.
How can I use this course after Year 11 / in the future?
Psychology is a hugely popular subject in KS5 and many of our Sixth Form students continue to study
Psychology at University.
If you choose this, it shows that you are interested in people and human behaviour. Psychology relates
well to other Social Sciences subjects such as Law and Sociology, as well as other subjects such as
Humanities and some aspects of Science.
Psychology study gives you skills of analysis and perception, and a better understanding of human beings
and why we may behave the way we do. This means that any career involving interactions with people,
could benefit from Psychology. This could involve almost any career – but often Psychology graduates
may find themselves working in areas such as teaching and social work, and the separate disciplines of
Psychology itself, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational Psychology
Sports Psychology
Clinical Psychology
Health Psychology
Occupational Psychology
Counselling Psychology
Forensic Psychology
Psychiatry

If I want to know more I should ask …
Mr Ratcliffe, Miss Booker, Miss Marwaha, Mrs Nash d.ratcliffe@finhampark.co.uk,
s.booker@finhampark.co.uk r.marwaha@finhampark.co.uk, e.nash@finhampark.co.uk

THE OPTIONS FORM WILL BE
AVAILABLE ON THE FROG APP FROM
WEDNESDAY 10th FEBRUARY
PLEASE SUBMIT THE FORM BY FRIDAY
5th MARCH

